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The record being released as You’re the Man is not what Marvin Gaye would’ve served Motown
as the follow-up to What’s Going On. Nearly all these tracks have already been released, there are
several conspicuous remixes, and at an hour and change it would’ve had to have been a double
album. But “lost album” has a better ring to it than “posthumous album,” so the stakes feel a
little higher than if it were the thousandth dump of studio jams from the Hendrix estate.

Let’s pretend for a second that You’re the Man, in its present form, had actually been released in
1972. It’d probably afforded the same stature as Prince’s Around the World in a Day or Stevie
Wonder’s Fulfillingness’ First Finale. It wouldn’t be revered as a towering album, but it’d be
appreciated as a good one. These songs glide with the grace of an artist working at the peak of
his powers. And it’s not that much messier than Here, My Dear.

Marvin Gaye albums in the ‘70s were always about something. What’s Going On was about a
Vietnam vet adrift in the hell that followed the hippie dream. Let’s Get It On was about sex. I Want
You was about his mistress. Here, My Dear was about his separation from the wife he was
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cheating on. Ostensibly, You’re the Man is where the hopeless searching of What’s Going On
calcifies into a clear-headed rebuke of America the broken and the Tricky Dick in its highest
office.

What’s Going On worked because it centered the action in the mind of a figure adrift in a dying
world, and it made a bold point: is this what we sent all those kids to fight for? Gaye’s writing loses
its bite when it focuses on the bigger picture. It’s more poignant to hear him cycle through
impossible solutions (“let’s save the children!”) than to hear him bluntly state “take the guns from
our sons.” Better to humanize those affected by violence than to hope Nixon buys a copy of
your record and proposes a new bill.

But Gaye is a soul singer, and songs like “Piece of Clay” or the astonishing “Where Are We
Going?”—whose piano figure reminds me of the dove in Blade Runner, too pure and innocent to
thrive in a poisoned world—work less as missives than snowglobes of sadness. What a
wrenching voice he has, and it seems to emanate from the dead center of the arrangement.
He’s less a star than a hermit broadcasting his pleas from some remote barracks. The singing
here is never anything less than sterling.

You’re the Man is equally devoted to sex songs, anyway, and the two poles of the album don’t
jostle against each other. Because Gaye’s auteur-era compositions feel less like songs than seas
of the same ocean, they all sort of lap against each other. It makes perfect sense for
“Symphony”—which shows us the extended sex metaphor as it was before R. Kelly’s knowing
parodies—to exist on the same album as the title track’s excoriations or the bleak veteran’s tale
“I Want to Come Home For Christmas.”

“Symphony” is presented here in remix form by trusty soul producer Salaam Remi, who boosted
the pre-existing orchestral parts in the mix and added a dusty drum loop that was almost
certainly not recorded in the same year as “Misty Mountain Hop.” It’s more respectful than most
remixes of its ilk, but they break the illusion we’re listening to something long-lost and center us
in the reverent present, where Gaye is a forefather of R&B and rap rather than an artist simply
allowed to exist in his era.

There’s no way around it. Even if these tracks orbit an album that once was, You’re the Man is a
posthumous album like any other, and the marketing’s a bit of a dupe. But it could’ve been his
lost masterpiece, and it’s fun to imagine a world where it was.
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https://youtu.be/BAgaxH-8sZE
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